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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, the banking transaction system is more flexible than
the previous one. When the banking sector introduces the ATM
booth to us, it was a step ahead to ease the human effort. Here,
ATM booth is an automated teller machine that gives out money
to the consumer by inserting a card in it. All ATM booths support
both credit and debit cards for the transaction, and this has saved
everyone’s time. But still, there are some certain situations, i.e.,
forgetting the card authentication details for a transaction can ruin
a consumer’s day. For this reason, this paper has tried to propose
a system that will help everyone regarding this situation. This
proposed system is about face encoding process with an emotion
recognition test for making transactions faster and accurate, based
on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). However, normal card
transactions can still be possible besides using the proposed system.
FER2013 dataset was used for training and then tested the model
using our own sample images. The result shows that the proposed
system can correctly separate ‘Happy’ faces from other emotional
faces and allow the transaction to proceed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of mankind, there has been an urge to make
things comfortable. From discovering fire to driving a car, every-
thing is invented, organized, developed, managed only to ease the
human effort. Regarding that, automation has also played a big
role in this journey towards comforting human lives. People are
bringing automation in almost every aspect of their lives. ATM
banking transactions, home automation, interactive voice response
systems, self-driving vehicles, space probes, and many more are
some of the current examples of automation. Another one can be
included as an image processing tool. It is being used intensively in
many smart devices for various applications. Applications that in-
clude face detection, facial recognition, face encoding, etc. With the
help of many deep learning methods, these applications of image
processing are performed.

In recent times, face recognition is used by the help of secu-
rity cameras. Sometimes from the footage of those cameras, many
police investigations get the benefit of solving criminal cases by
simply detecting the faces from the video [1] and distinguishing the
suspects by recognizing their faces. Moreover, facial recognition is
implemented in many smart devices such as smartphones, laptops,
desktop, etc. An automated function like facial encoding is used to
authenticate the facial image of the users to unlock the devices.

Another part of image processing is emotion recognition. By
detecting facial emotions from an image or a video, an analysis can
be made on certain traits. It can be the emotional response of the
people regarding the photos of an art exhibition. Likewise, the class
lecture of a teacher can be improved by getting a response from
the students’ activity during the class [2]. Furthermore, customers’
satisfaction regarding a product can tell much about the product’s
value in the market [3]. This can be tracked by the facial emotion
of the customers.

In spite of the advancement of technology, these image process-
ing tools are still not included in some of the automation systems.
One of the systems is the Automated Teller Machine which is also
known as an ATM. In general, a person can only take his visa or
credit or debit card to the nearest ATM booth, and then by using
that card, he can collect or deposit money which entirely saves
the energy and time in place of going to a bank. However, this
automation might ease human lives, but some other measurements
could also be taken here. If facial emotion recognized ATM banking
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systems can be introduced, then this will be another emergence of
evolution in banking transactions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will
discuss related works regarding this area. The dataset description
and our methodology will be discussed in section 3. Experimental
results will be shown in section 4. Finally, section 5 will deliver the
discussion on this work and section 6 concludes this article with
few future directions.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Facial classification can be used to focus on the drowsiness of a
driver behind a vehicle. The researchers in this study [4], have pro-
posed a model that can be used in face recognition and detection,
emotion recognition, and mainly drowsiness detection. The main
focus of this study is to prevent the drivers of a vehicle from en-
gaging in any car accident. Here, the model at first, detects the face
along with its emotion. Then by measuring the eye aspect ratio of
the person, it will determine if the person is feeling drowsy or not,
and simultaneously will alert the driver to be awake. In another pa-
per [5], the proponents have presented a study regarding emotion
recognition with the help of micro-expression such as the move-
ment of the face and eyes. For this study, they have approached
two methods. One method is the Viola-Jones algorithm and Haar
features to extract the face and eyes from an image with the help
of the OpenCV 4.0 library. The other one is the color intensity
estimation method based on skin color characteristics.

In some papers, it has been shown that facial emotion recognition
can be used to investigate criminal cases. In [6], Ousmane et al. have
proposed a system for the criminal investigators. This system can
automatically recognize the facial expressional emotions through a
web interface called ‘throughYou’. To train the model, the FER2013
dataset has been used here and Convolutional Neural Network has
been applied for that purpose. Though it can detect happy emotion
and having a hard time detecting fear emotion, it gives a better
testing accuracy of 66% than that of other models that have been
used onto the FER2013 dataset.

For performing an efficient face detection, the proponents here
[7] have developed a model to modify the sliding window technique
for face detection by using an ant system algorithm. They have
applied their model onto the UM Learning dataset which consists
of single face images of 10 students. The model has given a better
result than the Viola-Jones algorithm. With almost, the same time
scheduling, this model takes less iteration than the Viola-Jones
algorithm to detect a face of a person.

Now the authors here [8] have presented a model that can dis-
tinguish each of the six core emotions into two emotional states at
first, such as positive emotional state and negative emotional state.
And then they can classify them back to the core emotions. This has
helped to differentiate the core emotions, surprise, and fear. The
accuracy that has been obtained from the research is impressive. It
seems that the accuracy with the emotional state is higher than that
of only core emotions. But there can be another type of behavior
that is similar to human emotions which is conversational behav-
ior. This is why in [9] the researchers have introduced a system
that can annotate the conversational behavior of a human being
from analyzing the conversation between a human and a dialog

system. There were seven conversational behaviors, which were a
bit different than normal facial emotions. For the study, a video col-
lection of 19 persons were collected via Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Moreover, from the videos, results were annotated by 3 annotators,
and thus, making three sections of the same dataset following the
Inter-Annotator agreement method.

In [10], Wahyono et al. have proposed a part of computational
intelligence on ubiquitous devices by a two way testing, such as,
dataset testing and direct testing for face emotion detection. This
is a part of computational intelligence on ubiquitous devices. The
dataset was classified into three emotions, namely, happy, normal,
sad. Dataset testing was conducted with 10 people. But, there was
a web-based application for direct testing. Another development
took place in [11] where the authors have developed an applica-
tion, which follows a method that can recognize the emotions of a
customer regarding an advertisement. This method is called ‘Neuro-
marketing’, which is a combination of neuroscience and marketing.
This application has been created so that it can be beneficial for the
companies and companies can understand what type of product a
customer might buy or not.

Facial emotion recognition can be also used in the health sector.
Bargshady et al. have preceded in [12] that the health status of a
patient can be detected by their pain emotions. By combining two
Recurrent Neural Networks into a hybrid neural network, they have
measured the intensity of the pain emotion given by a patient. For
which they have used the database of UNBC-McMaster Shoulder
Pain. The joint deep neural network in this study gives a good un-
derstanding of its better performance in emotion detection through
facial images. Though the approach of joint RNN was pre-trained
by a type of Convolutional Neural Network, in [13] the researchers
have pointed out that every dataset cannot give better results by
using CNN. Moreover, CNN might over train the dataset which has
specific features. In these regards, they have approached a method
which includes pain detection of real-time data. Here, the dataset
has been combined with pain and other non-pain emotions. At last,
they have implemented it on a humanoid robot called ‘Pepper’ for
real-time data analysis. And most of the authors proposed different
methods to improve the technology which is increasing day by day
[14].

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Dataset
Facial expression recognition along with facial encoding of two
faces of different poses or expressions are a great challenge in
the ongoing days. Thus, it is considered to be one of the most
researched topics nowadays. Though many datasets can be found
on this topic, most of them have images as its data. This can be a
problem as all images may not have the same resolution. However,
the FER2013 dataset [15] was used for this research purpose which
had 48x48 sized face images with 7 emotions. Figure 1 shows the
emotion labeled in this dataset. The dataset containing total 35,887
examples, was divided into training-set: 80%, validation-set: 10%,
test-set: 10%.
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Figure 1: Emotion Labels in the Dataset.

3.2 Proposed Method
The main aim in this research is that one can withdraw cash from
an ATM booth using facial expression and encoding system along
with the card system. This system is an alternative system to the old
one as the card can also be used in the ATM booth. But this system
will be beneficial for everyone at the time of critical emergencies.
The total procedure is divided into three steps which are given
below:

• There will be an automated camera for capturing the facial
image of a person. Then the machine will check the image
with the stored image (in the bank database) of that person.
If match found, go to the second step.

• The second step is any person has to give a smile before the
camera for the expression recognition system. Because if
anyone would do one harm and try to snatch one’s money,
then there will be another expression except happy emotion.
Then the next step will not execute. So if the real person
gives a smile in front of the camera, the third step will be
initiated.

• The third step is the final step of the system, which is to
give the person’s pin code number in the ATM booth. After
providing the pin code, that person can collect his money.

Now in the model for facial expression recognition, firstly, we
had to train the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) so that it
could predict any of the 7 emotions. For that reason, a 6-layered
CNN was built in Keras and image augmentations had been used to
improve the performance of the model. The batch size was about
64. This procedure also used ADAM optimizer with a learning
rate of 0.001. The ReLU activation function was used for the input
layer and Softmax for the output layer. Moreover, the tasks were
categorized by collecting, preprocessing, and training the data,
along with creating models. After creating the model, more than
140 images of our own were tested for evaluating the result of the
emotion. The flow diagram of the model creation and prediction
system is shown in Figure 2

Before classifying the dataset with the model, one more step was
needed, which was face encoding. In this research, we had used
‘face_recognition’ python library for this procedure. This library
scanned the image and created a bounding box around the face

Figure 2: Model Creation and Prediction Steps.

for detection. In the encoding process, encoding vectors had been
created for both faces and this method used the built-in function of
that library for comparing the distance of those two vectors. From
those two facial images, one will be from the person standing in
front of the ATM booth, and the other will be the stored image in
the bank database of that person. An overview of the system is
shown in the following figure (Figure 3).

From the Figure 3, it is seen that there are seven (7) emotions
here. But for the automated system, the method is divided into two
emotional stages. One is happy, and the other one is not happy. The
reason behind this is simply for security. The robbery cases may
take place in an ATM booth by harming the person who is about to
collect cash, is enormous. However, in these kinds of circumstances,
emotion recognition will identify any emotion except the happy
one. That is why the rest of the six (6) emotions is boxed in the
figure.

4 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The experimental results of the face encoding and emotion recogni-
tion are presented here in this section. For face encoding, a python
library called ‘face_recognition’ was used. However, the CNN, a
deep learning model, was used for emotion recognition [2] and acne
classification [16] from facial images. The model provided about
67% accuracy on predicting the emotions. The model was compared
with some other previous proposed models, and worked better than
those. In training period, 30 epochs were completed to check the
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Figure 3: Overview of Emotion Detection Procedure.

Figure 4: Model Loss and Accuracy Graph for Training and Validation.

model loss and accuracy which is shown in Figure 4. Moreover, the
testing dataset used for both of these procedures, was loaded with
images of our own along with some of the random images from
the internet.

4.1 Face Encoding
Facial encoding is a part of face detection and can be done by
the same python library. The main purpose of this mechanism is
to match whether two faces are of the same person or not. This
mechanism requires some steps which include finding faces in
an image. After that, it examines the facial features of the two
detected faces and then compares them whether they match or
not. The output shows the result in either True or False, similar to
the following figures (Figure 5 & Figure 6). This mechanism is the
first step of the proposed system. When a person stands before the
automated camera situated on the ATM booth, an image will be
captured. The captured image and the image of that person in the
bank database will be compared with the help of face encoding. If
the result is True, then the procedure will proceed to the next step.

4.2 Emotion Recognition
After face encoding, then comes emotion recognition. There are
mainly seven (7) emotions that can be detected by emotion recog-
nition. For this procedure, the help of deep learning algorithms
like Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models built in Keras, is

Figure 5: Face Encoding of Two Different Persons.

Figure 6: Face Encoding of Two Same Persons.

needed. Among the seven (7) emotions, any of them can be detected
from a facial image by deep learning algorithms. After feeding a fa-
cial image into a deep learning model, it analyzes the facial features,
and according to the analysis, it detects the emotion of the person
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Figure 7: Emotion Recognition samples using our model.

in the image. From the model, some of the emotion recognition
outputs are shown in Figure 7

According to the proposed system, this is the second step. In the
ATM booth, the captured image of the person will be fed to the
proposed CNN model for emotion recognition. If the result from
the emotion recognition appears ’Happy’, the output will be True.
Otherwise, the output will be False for other emotions. Moreover,
this procedure acknowledges the safety of the consumer. If the
person is facing robbery, then the emotion recognition procedure
can detect any emotion rather than ’Happy’. Thus the safety of the
person’s
money will be preserved. Total seven emotions accuracy were ana-
lyzed with the running model. And the model got better results for
’Happy’ and ’Surprise’ emotions, but the others are also good re-
garding dataset. Figure 8 shows the confusion matrix of those seven
emotions. This confusion matrix was plotted to find out which
emotion usually get confused with each other.

Figure 8: Normalized Confusion Matrix of Emotion Labels

Before giving the pin code to the ATM booth, the output of both
of the mechanisms has to be True. If one of them gets False, then
the system will be stopped and restarted right then. This automated
system can help a person to withdraw money at any emergency
issue, and there is no need for any debit or credit card. This will
also consume less time.

5 DISCUSSION
As the modern world embraces new technology to ease human
effort, the proposed system of face encoding along with emotion
recognition, can be a revolution in the banking sector. This system
has brought a satisfactory outcome in the testing result for both
face encoding and emotion recognition. Not only the model in the
given system has encoded faces precisely, but it also has correctly
predicted the ’Happy’ emotion. However, this ’Happy’ emotion is
needed as it is the key to unlock the account in the booth. Moreover,
this will be a great help to the ATM booth system as transactions
can be made more efficiently. This system can keep pace with the
modern world technologies along with the safety of the consumers.
It can save a consumer if he faces robbery. As the account cannot be
opened without giving a happy facial image, only face recognition
cannot open it. Thus, the person can be saved from robbery. So,
in a way, the proposed system concerns both time and safety of a
consumer. The card system can also work here, but this proposed
system can be the ultimate future.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Many technologies reside around us nowadays. Technologies like
face, eye, mouth detection, emotion recognition, are being used in
various forms of applications. Most of them have smartphone-based
or desktop-

based applications that can be used to monitor drowsiness in a
driver’s face, detect satisfaction of a customer regarding a product,
or unlock a smartphone. However, in this paper, another field has
been found where some of these technologies can be applied. In
the ATM booth, face encoding along with emotion recognition,
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can help the consumers in saving time and ensuring their safety.
We used images of our own for testing. However, the dataset was
an imbalanced one and in future, file tuning will be applied here.
Moreover, this paper focuses to generate a better model as this
approach for the banking system may put an impact on future
endeavors. Hopefully, it will be a sound system and can reduce
the use of debit or credit cards in the future. ‘face_recognition’
library works by pointing some portions in a face. The system has
compared 10 years’ earlier images with recent pictures of some
persons, and it has found the match. It also works for beard persons.
However, if any person uses a mask or any religious objects, then it
will be difficult. Mask should be removed from the face in this case.
We are trying to develop this issue. So, it will be our future work.
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